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the links below. serious sam 4: planet badass is a first-person shooter game developed by
croteam, located in a parallel universe. the player starts as sam fuller, member of a group
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the sequel to serious sam 3: bfe provides a story set in 2050's and tells the story of seron
- a protoganist of the planet badass, and the battle against evil and the guardian of peace.
the game comes as two episodes, and includes full compatibility with the serious sam 3:

the last frontier . story mode offers a single player campaign, while the multiplayer
provides both deathmatch and teams match modes. the game features an arsenal of

weapons and vehicles that were tested on the battlefields of modern day. since the start
of the game, the protagonist sam will accompany the earth's last effort against the

invasion of pure-violet gang known as the shalam. seron and his allies must succeed to
stop the shalam and rescue the kidnapped children from the enemy's hands! serious sam

is the first of 5 games in the serious sam franchise. 5 more games are planned to be
released, and the future of sam's saga is still unknown. this mini-series will not consist of a

single game, but a collection of full-fledged games set in the universe created by s.k.
studios. although the games share similar settings, each game in the series will have its
own unique setting and story. all games may be played and completed individually, and
the first game in the series - serious sam - stands as the best game in the series at the

moment. now the next most developed game - serious sam 2 - is scheduled for release in
2016. the developers at s. studios are continuing to support the game and will release

several updates, which are also planned to be added to the game. 5ec8ef588b
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